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Figure 1: Augmented tools, such as (a) service blueprints with a data swim lane, and (b) annotated wireframes supported
designers in understanding and communicating the role of data within their design.

ABSTRACT
This position paper makes the case for developing design tools,
methods, and boundary objects for empowering designers to envi-
sion with data and AI. I describe a study that explored how experi-
enced designers work with AI, and I introduce a new design tool
–a taxonomy of AI capabilities– to support practitioners in envi-
sioning with AI. I discuss the details of the knowledge these tools
encode, and I provide discussion points to prompt future research
directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
My research focuses on designing human-AI interactions, and sup-
porting design practitioners in designing for AI. In this workshop, I
share two studies that reveal insights into developing future design
tools that can empower design practitioners to envision with data
and AI.

The first study describes how design practitioners working in
innovation teams collaborated with AI experts to envision and
prototype AI systems and data-driven products and services. Prac-
titioners’ reflections on their process and practices reveal that tools
augmented with data, such as wireframes and service blueprints
with data annotations, support designers in designing with data and
AI. These tools also serve as boundary objects, facilitating collabo-
ration between designers and AI experts. Second study describes a
taxonomy of AI capabilities I developed to help designers envision
buildable AI concepts. My collaborators and I created a corpus of
40 AI features that are commonly used across many products and
services. We extracted high level AI capabilities, and we created
communicative forms that can sensitize designers to AI capabilities.

By sharing these insights and resources, I hope to deepen the
discussion around futuring design tools that effectively scaffold
design ideation for data and AI-enabled products and services, and
that scaffold cross-disciplinary communication and collaboration.

2 TOOLS CREATED BY PRACTITIONERS
My collaboration with cross functional AI innovation teams ex-
plored the practices of design practitioners (e.g., user experience
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Figure 2: (a) Data-driven service design and systems design methods scaffolded designers’ thinking around the AI system and
its dependency on labelled data, (b) the AI Capability Matrix was used to learn about and ideate with AI capabilities.

designers, service designers) who regularly work with AI in the
enterprise [4, 5]. We formed an interdisciplinary team consisting
of HCI and AI researchers, design practitioners, and AI experts
(e.g., data scientists, AI engineers). Our goal was to gain an under-
standing of how design practitioners approach designing for AI,
and how they collaborate with other roles and stakeholders in AI
development processes. We conducted design workshops and held
discussions around current work practices. Practitioners’ reflections
revealed several tools and boundary objects they had developed to
address the challenges of working with data and AI. Below are a
few examples.

Service Blueprints with Data Swim Lane. Designers aug-
mented service blueprints by adding a data layer as a distinct swim
lane (Figure 1a). This helped them to understand and visualize the
data pipeline, as it was important to “understand which systems
the data sits on, and whether data can be transferred across systems
to be used together”. Augmented service blueprints also served as
boundary objects to facilitate design and data science collaboration:
“[This] made a huge difference in terms of the data scientists being
able to talk through the process with the designers. Because it’s really
important for us where the data feeds in, so we know when we can
use it for our analytics and AI.”

Wireframes with Data Annotations. Designers augmented
their wireframes with data annotations to better understand and
communicate data requirements (Figure 1b). Similar to the wire-
frame exemplar reported in [3], these served as boundary objects:
“[annotated wireframes] was designed to make our conversations with
the development team a lot easier, because you’re drawing this box,
but where does this box pull its data from?”

Data-driven Service Design Canvas. Designers tweaked the
service model canvas to, creating what they referred to as a “data-
driven service design canvas” (Figure 2a). They frequently used this
tool to support ideation and team alignment around data needs.
Based on the canvas, they created a set of logic statements using
the structure, “if this, then that.” These statements aided ideation,
exploration, and scenario construction: “We give people post-its
where they put [if, and, then] clauses together with actions, so ‘if

nothing was rejected on the last delivery, then repeat shopping list’.”
The canvas explicitly prompted designers to think about the AI’s
value proposition and required data through questions such as
“how will this service help to make people’s lives better?”, “when is the
service triggered?” and “what data is needed at each point?”. This
exercise helped them build elaborate and sophisticated data-driven
services.

AI Capability Matrix. To specifically help improve their un-
derstanding of AI capabilities, designers created an AI Capability
Matrix (Figure 2b). They translated well known AI mechanisms
(e.g., NLP, computer vision) into non-technical, relatable terms,
such as see, read, and hear. Along with these capability abstrac-
tions, they used exemplars to sensitize designers to what AI can
do. For example, designers described a system that could “see” text
on packaging, to then “read” the text it found, extracting the in-
gredients in order to monitor for a conflict with a known set of
food allergies. They thought of these capabilities as functions that
could be combined, such as “seeing” text and then “reading” any
found text. These capability abstractions and exemplars enabled de-
signers to facilitate AI ideation sessions with various stakeholders.
Using action verbs instead of technical AI terms and mechanisms
made ideation workshops more accessible for designers, product
managers, clients, and other stakeholders that did not have AI or
data science training.

3 A TAXONOMY OF AI CAPABILITIES
Prior literature revealed challenges around envisioning and proto-
typing with data and AI. Designers find it difficult to grasp what AI
can and cannot do, and they frequently envision ideas that exceed
AI’s capabilities and cannot be built. This difficulty stems from
designers’ lack of understanding of AI’s capabilities and limita-
tions [1, 2]. Building on these challenges and the insights detailing
the types of tools designers use to effectively work with AI, my
collaborators and I created a taxonomy of AI capabilities.

To help ground designers in capabilities they could reasonably
ask of AI and avoid ideation of things that cannot be built, our
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Stock Trading Recommendations

AI Feature
Action + Inference + Data / Entity / Metric Action + Inference Action + Inference Action
Capability Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Medical Imaging Analysis

Autonomous Parking

Text Generation

Discover relationships between news & stock prices

Forecast peak price of stock

Forecast price of stocks

Detect medical anomaly in image

Identify anomaly as tumor in image

Identify malignant tumor in image

Estimate size of tumor

Identify tumor type in image

Discover medical anomaly in image

Identify driver’s intent to park in vehicle telemetry

Detect objects in sensor stream

Detect parking space in image

Identify objects in sensor stream

Estimate size of parking space

Generate motion path to parking space

Act motion path to park by minimum moves

Compare phrases by partial sentence fit

Generate next word of sentence

Generate ending of sentence

Discover correlations

Forecast peak point

Forecast financial attribute

Detect visual anomaly

Identify visual anomaly

Identify class

Estimate entity size

Discover visual anomaly

Identify user intent

Detect object

Detect space

Identify object

Estimate spatial size

Generate motion plan

Act motion plan

Compare phrases

Generate word

Generate sentence

Discover relationship

Forecast time

Forecast attribute

Detect anomaly

Identify anomaly

Identify attribute

Estimate world

Discover anomaly

Identify activity

Detect world

Identify world

Generate plan

Act plan

Compare entities

Generate text

Discover

Forecast

Detect

Identify

Estimate

Generate

Act

Compare

Figure 3: A small excerpt of AI capability taxonomy showing four of the AI features that breakdown into the eight Actions we
identified.

taxonomy draws on a corpus of AI features frequently found in ser-
vices used across different industries. We surveyed commercial AI
products and services across a broad set of domains (e.g. healthcare,
transportation, education) and identified 40 AI features that are
commonly used. We created a taxonomy of capabilities by breaking
down AI features into distinct capabilities. We then worked from
small sets of capabilities to iteratively define the right levels of ab-
straction for the taxonomy. For example, Medical Imaging Analysis
(Figure 3) detects a medical anomaly in an image, then identifies
the anomaly as tumor, and identifies whether it is malignant or
benign.

Through repeated rounds, we developed specific language for
describing each capability including the action (verb), various enti-
ties, types of data, and the focus of the inference. Our taxonomy
captured each AI capability on Capability Level 1, detailing the
Action; Inference; and Data, Entity or Metric (Figure 3). Next, we
abstracted the initial capability level (Capability Level 1) to a higher
level by reducing Data, Entity, or Metric (Level 2), which would

then abstract to a higher level of inference (Level 3). For example,
identifying an object is ultimately about identifying a world en-
tity. Generating text might include generating words, sentences,
or phrases. All these low level inferences would abstract to “text”.
The final level of the taxonomy held the top-level Action for the
taxonomy (Level 4).

Our efforts to encode the 40 AI features as a taxonomy produced
202 specific AI capabilities. These abstract to eight representative
Actions that capture AI capabilities on a high level: Detect, Identify,
Estimate, Forecast, Compare, Discover, Generate, and Act. Below, I
briefly describe each capability along with some example applica-
tions.

Detect determines an entity’s presence or absence within a data
set or data stream. Examples: Detect human voice in audio (smart
speaker); Detect face in image (camera); Detect step in motion
sensor stream (smartwatch).

Identify searches for a specific item or class of items among
a set or stream of similar things. Examples: Identify if message is
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Figure 4: Sankey diagram of the taxonomy (left) allowed us to sketch various communicative forms for different use cases
(right). For example, web based forms (b, c) can allow designers to browse the taxonomy corpus and each AI exemplar, and
print forms (d, e) can support more directed ideation with specific capabilities or data types.

spam (email); Identify if Steve’s face (security); Identify the type of
cancer (medical imaging).

Estimate infers a value (e.g., position, size, duration, cost) related
to the current situation. This is about making an inference about
now. Examples: Estimate driving time (navigation maps); Estimate
chances this is spam (email); Estimate direction sound came from
(smart speaker).

Forecast infers a value (e.g., position, size, duration, cost) related
to a future situation. Examples: Forecast best time to buy stock
(financial planner); Forecast tomorrow’s weather (weather app);
Forecast max price for my house (real estate app).

Compare evaluates and organizes a collection of like items based
on a metric. Examples: Compare items by likelihood of purchase
(online store); Compare posts by likely engagement (social media);
Compare movies by likelihood of watching (media).

Discover reveals patterns and relationships within a dataset. Ex-
amples: Discover how people use this site (usage mining); Discover
unusual bank transactions (fraud detection); Discover relationships
between drugs and disease (drug discovery).

Generate creates new content based on knowledge of similar
content. Examples; Generate chat response (chat agent); Generate
detail in image (photo retouching); Generate synthetic medical
records (medical data synthesis).

Act executes a strategy to achieve a specific goal or outcome.
Examples: Act: Park the car (autonomous parking); Act: Play poker
(gambling agent); Act: Fly drone to location (drone pilot).

Our taxonomy captures and documents the AI capabilities within
a hierarchical, extensible structure. While an effective classification
system, the taxonomy is a fairly abstract artifact. It does not directly

communicate these capabilities to designers. We created a sankey
diagram (Figure 4a) as a way to develop, discuss, and critique the
taxonomy. This provided a starting place for thinking about new
communicative forms that could sensitize designers to AI’s capa-
bilities. Figure 4 presents four sketches of possible communicative
forms meant to help communicate the breadth of forms the taxon-
omy might take to support different use cases. These include (b) a
website, (c) a web-based interactive data visualization, (d) a mood
board, and (e) a card deck. To illustrate how these forms might be
useful, here I describe two use cases with specific design challenges.

Use case 1: Exploring specific inferences. A design team
works on new concepts for an IoT-enabled smart home. They want
to explore how the home might notice if someone is at home or in
a specific room. They worry that homeowners might not want con-
stant monitoring in the form of cameras. They use the AI Taxonomy
moodboard posters (Figure 4d), selecting the “Detect person” mood-
board. It details different ways a system might know if a person is
present.

Use case 2: Exploring capabilities related to types of data.
A design team works on a new service for building inspectors. It
records them when they inspect a building, turning their words
into text. The design team wants to explore what AI might be able
to do to make the text more useful to both the inspector and to the
building owner. They draw a data type card from the AI capability
card deck (Figure 4e) to see what they might be able to do with text
as an input.
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4 PROMPTS FORWORKSHOP DISCUSSION
The above studies showed two things. First, there is a great need for
design tools, methods, and processes to aid designers in working
with data and AI. Design practitioners in industry shared that they
often repurpose existing tools or create bespoke tools to ease these
challenges. Second, designers need boundary objects that can sup-
port them in collaborating with AI experts. To collectively envision
AI innovations, they should be able to discuss the AI capability and
the inference of the system, and whether the kind of data required
is readily available to run a particular idea.

The following are some starting points for this discussion:
(1) Howmuch AI knowledge is needed for domain experts

to participate in ideation? Design practitioners worked
to elicit input from domain experts to inform the design of
AI systems. What kind of AI literacy is needed for domain
experts to effectively participate in AI envisionment? Can
a taxonomy of capabilities and value co-creation be helpful
for other roles and stakeholders who do not have a technical
background in AI/ML?

(2) What do boundary objects need to ground to effec-
tively facilitate discussion around the AI system and
data requirements?What are the qualities of an effective
boundary object? What type of information is critical for
collective ideation of AI systems?

(3) Can HCI facilitation bridge the gap between AI’s tech-
nical advances and human-centered AI products? HCI
routinely facilitates the process of technology innovation
to reduce the risk of developing products and services no-
body wants. What is uniquely difficult about facilitating AI
ideation? How can HCI practices effectively span the gap
across multiple roles and stakeholders in AI development
processes?
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